1. **Personnel**  
   New Academic Advisor: Janet Duke (Generalist Advisor, Liaison for DE students on the neighbor Islands)

2. **Program updates for Fall 2017**  
   a. Math 115 now meets the prerequisite for stats courses including PUBA 341, SSCI 210 & BUSA 320  
   b. Creation of PSY 225 as a new stats option for the PSY program  
   c. Deletion of the Bachelor in Applied Social Sciences (BASS) for neighbor island students  
      1. Current BASS students will be able to complete the program.  
   d. Creation of a Certificate in Asian Studies  
      1. Faculty Contact: Dr. Jayson Chun  
   e. Offering of the Bachelor in Applied Science (BAS) in Facilities Management (FMGT)  
      1. Faculty contact: Dr. Jeff Rogers  
   f. Expansion of the Bachelor in Applied Science (BAS) in Information Security Assurance (ISA) to a four year program as well as articulations with the community colleges  
      1. Faculty contact: Dr. Matt Chapman  
   g. Creation of a Bachelor of Arts in Humanities with a Concentration in Mathematics  
      1. Faculty contact: Dr. Esther Widiasih  
   h. Special Education Dual Concentration for Education Majors  
      1. Faculty contact: Dr. Mary Heller

Campus Update – Allied Health Building is coming along and is scheduled to be completed by Fall 2018.